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LEXISNEXIS SUMMARY:
... It may be argued that the very notion of collective identity based on, and reinforcing solidarity, is itself a fraud, the
fruit of successful power and governance claims by self-interested but hegemonic power blocs. ... But as Renan also
observed, today's nation "is the culmination of a long past of endeavors, sacrifice, and devotion" that go beyond any
shared political principles or constitutional patriotism to create an inherited cultural identity. ... Human rights and state
sovereignty claims may conflict with each other, but it is important to remember that the latter may also be a vehicle for
such rights. ... Here, Arendt's experience as a refugee, someone made stateless on account of her ethnicity, led her not
to turn against states and toward human rights internationalism but rather to insist that states be civic polities with
citizenship based on legal criteria. ... Until very recently, Germany's entry regime, in turn, was marked by strong border
and internal administrative apparatuses, little likelihood of adjustment between and among categories of visa
permissions, an exceedingly low naturalization rate, no jus soli birthright citizenship, highly regulated labor markets, a
strong system of available social welfare benefits, and a high salience to citizenship. ... Germany: From Rights to
Citizenship Jus sanguinis, citizenship by blood descent, has sat at the center of German nationality (staatsangehorigkeit)
and citizenship (burgerschaft). ... Constitutional or civic patriotism makes of national belonging a form of rational
attachment that is compatible with liberal commitments to individual rights as well as with social commitments to
equality. ... As to civil and political rights, the picture resembles that of the United States: on non-immigration issues,
foreigners enjoy the same civil liberties as Germans; with rare exceptions, non-EU foreigners may not vote or occupy
upper-level civil service or political offices.
TEXT:
[*457]
In these pages, I address the utility and shortcomings of "constitutional patriotism" n1 as a basis for politics of
solidarity and redistribution in immigrant societies. In particular, I want to figure out if an historical-cultural principle
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may be added to the abstract and formal-legal demands of constitutionalism. Of course, the Left has more than once
sought to speak for "the nation" as a concrete historical entity while at the same time holding fast to a universalist,
constitutionalist principle. n2
If "constitutional patriotism" is to mean something more than or different from "civic nationalism," and if
verfassungspatriotismus n3 is to signify more than the specific legal-political life of the liberal-socialist phase of the
German Bonn Republic, it must offer something more than just resonance with different specific nation-state histories.
n4 It must somehow both accommodate and integrate national histories with a set of capacious liberal and democratic
principles.
To begin with, one cannot dismiss the matter of solidarity and collective identity. Even the hippest pre-9/11
post-nationalists, like Arjun Appadurai, had to [*458] claim that countries were "one node in a post-national network
of diasporas." n5 In this posited transnational world, belonging is multiple and variously institutionalized. Riva
Kastoryano claims, for example, that "the country of origin becomes a source of identity, the country of residence a
source of rights, and the emerging transnational space, a space of political action combining the two or more countries."
n6 If these claims are even partly true, we have to ask what or which solidarity it is that might dare claim legitimately to
demand the sacrifice of some individual and most competing collective identities. Christendom, the Volk, subjects of
His Majesty, the proletariat, the polis, France, people of color, le peuple, the Constitution, the West are not all equally
appealing organizing principles today, though each of them has been successful in the past.
It may be argued that the very notion of collective identity based on, and reinforcing solidarity, is itself a fraud, the
fruit of successful power and governance claims by self-interested but hegemonic power blocs. "We, The People," a
cultural community exercising self-government through popular sovereignty, simply may not exist. Though associated
with parts of the Right, the claim that there is no such thing as society, only individuals (or classes) who (sometimes)
choose to subject themselves to a nexus of contracts that regulate but do not frame their lives, has also come from parts
of the Left. n7 Not much fellow-feeling, solidarity, or sacrifice can be expected from mere cohabitation for individual
instrumental purposes, even if that cohabitation takes place under shared legal rules.
Transnational ties, for example, cut across the vertical solidarity of the nation state and weaken state-society
relations. The ascription or conquest of rights and the assumption of duties require some measure of fraternite,
belonging, or fellow-feeling. Rights are related to belonging. Certainly each ascending step in the staircase of rights laid
out in T.H. Marshall's classic formulation n8 - civil rights to political rights to social rights - assumes a greater measure
of solidarity than the step below. Civil rights may be granted by even an undemocratic and unrepresentative sovereign
to citizens and subjects alike, political rights mostly presume some measure of self-governance as well as membership,
and social [*459] rights, in addition, presuppose a willingness to be the keeper of others as a matter of shared
minimum expectation.
Some sense of historical community and shared destiny of citizenship is a prerequisite for social rights. n9 Those
who value social justice must have a place. This sentiment can be designated in the Mazzinian tradition as "patriotism"
(Viroli) or as being a "cosmopolitan patriot" (Appiah) or, in an older vocabulary, even an "internationalist." n10 Perhaps
this is all merely "imagined community" talk, a collective imaginary fit for the era of print capitalism (Anderson). n11
But perhaps it is not. The imaginary national identification may actually be a continually constructed, contested and
negotiated, historically contingent, path-dependent project.
"Popular Front" strategies have attempted to capture shared national community sentiment on behalf of an agenda
of social justice, class, and national interests. Paul Robeson, for example, captured a good bit of this in his immensely
successful popular-front ballad, "The House I Live In," a song that defined commonality and shaped it around both
abstract principles and concrete experiences:
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What is America to me?
A name, a map, a flag I see
A certain word, "Democracy.'
The words of old Abe Lincoln,
of Jefferson and Paine
of Washington and Douglass
and the tasks that still remain.
...
The house I live in,
My neighbors white and black,
The people who just came here
and from generations back
...
A house that we call "freedom'
the home of liberty,
But especially the people
[*460] That's America to me. n12
Viroli and Appiah may be construed as saying much the same thing, a position that has also recently been restated by
Alexander Aleinikoff:

The idea of belonging is, in important ways, intergenerational. One is a citizen of an ongoing historical project that
looks back to the settlement of the continent, the creation of the nation, and seminal events in the past. No matter when
their ancestors arrived in the United States, Americans can claim the Founding Fathers as their own without a sense of
irony. n13
Robeson's words point clearly to a regime of universal (but necessarily revisable) principles specified through
democratic procedures by a particular political community, one that has a history, which newcomers can and should
join and shape. Newcomers join a work-in-progress, but not one that is arbitrarily or indeterminately contestable. When
Robeson beckons listeners to join at "Gettysburg and Concord, where Freedom's fight began," n14 he echoes the
principle that newcomers "too were at Mt. Sinai." n15 The particular culture and tradition that makes "our" constitution
ours must be constructed on a foundation of equal liberal rights for all (liberty), democracy, and a capacious sense of
identity. Together these make "the people," a contingent community of memory and experience united also by shared
attachment to a body of principles. n16 In this view, national identity becomes a changeable product of collective
self-identification.
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A nation, as Ernest Renan observed more than a century ago, is a "daily plebiscite" in which values and consent,
"the desire to live together," are repeatedly adopted or rejected. n17 But as Renan also observed, today's nation "is the
culmination of a long past of endeavors, sacrifice, and devotion" that go beyond any shared political principles or
constitutional patriotism to create an inherited cultural identity. n18 This inherited cultural identity of "endeavors,
sacrifice, and [*461] devotion" n19 is also, for Renan at least, the history of struggles for sovereignty and for popular
self-determination.
We might usefully view the nation and its citizen members as a product of four centuries and the concerns that
characterized each: the construction of order and security within a territory, the search for a viable contract of consent
among those present within a territory, the assertion of popular sovereignty and self-rule in politics and economics by
those within the territory, and, most recently, the struggle between the imperatives of liberty and those of governance. It
is as a product of the particular forms of these experiences that the citizen emerges. Who is the citizen, the resident of
"the house I live in," of the commonality made up of plurality transcending particularity, as Robeson could have put it?
n20 The collective, legally-recognized identity of "citizen" is and always has been unstable and contested. n21 Still, as
Max Weber noted already in 1921, citizenship is a constructed status position that interacts with and mitigates other
positions, such as class and power. n22 This is why elites with much power generally attempt to weaken this status
position, and subversive forces interested in organizing and acting on the basis of class often consider citizenship a
false-consciousness, bourgeois-nationalist patriotism turned against class interest. n23
Citizenship, active social membership, and solidarity generate rights, and these rights often provide the basis for an
assortment of claims. Not so long ago it seemed uncontroversial that the demand for equal citizenship would turn into a
demand for a different kind of society altogether. n24 Such claims are raised in a common public realm and profess to
be for the collective good. For citizenship to work, sub-identities or community identities must remain peripheral, or at
least amenable, to overarching ideologies that can encompass all of the citizenry. n25 The [*462] recent weakness of
egalitarian ideologies and parties owes at least something to the rejection of common and equal citizenship. n26
Democracy as a form of life based on active consent and participation has receded, while citizenship is distributed
on the basis of passive criteria of belonging, territorially or ethnically. n27 For the most part, this decline in the civic
republican has been accompanied by a decline in the ethno-national. n28 The civic fades into the civil while the
citizen/alien distinction fades in a way redolent of the decline of estate, rank, and order. Instead, everyone has rights,
and individuals and groups compete on the basis of them. n29 The outcome of the American liberal legal transformation
of and since the civil-rights era has been, above all, the creation of a rights culture, which is overwhelmingly
universalist and individualist. n30 This marks [*463] a substantial departure from the jurisprudence of the Depression,
New Deal, and war years, which was, for the most part, more collectivist and national. n31 A similar, though delayed,
story may also be told for Germany and other countries.
Human rights and state sovereignty claims may conflict with each other, but it is important to remember that the
latter may also be a vehicle for such rights. This relationship has been a problem since the revolutionary "Declaration of
the Rights of Man and Citizen" of 1789. n32 Why would the universal rights of man require the particularism of
citizenship? As Hannah Arendt explained it, "abstract" human beings existed "nowhere." Hence, "The whole question
of human rights ... was quickly and inextricably blended with the question of national emancipation; only the
emancipated sovereignty of the people, of one's own people, seemed to be able to insure them." n33

A cosmopolitan world society of rational individuals cannot exist in anything like a democratic world of mass
participation. National communities seem required to support those very rights and freedoms promised to all in the
Declaration and similar documents. Most nation-states today, in fact, justify their legitimacy on the basis of universalist
human rights principles mediated through their particular history and institutions. As Benhabib has observed, "The
tension between the universalistic scope of the principles that legitimize the social contract of the modern nation, and
the claim of this nation to define itself as a closed community, plays itself out in the history of the reforms and
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revolutions of the last two centuries." n34
[*464] One risk, of course, is that nation-states may equate the citizen with the member of the historic-ethnic nation,
thereby collapsing a worthy political and legal category into an inegalitarian schema of first-class and second-class,
more-and-less citizens by nationality or ethnicity. Here, Arendt's experience as a refugee, someone made stateless on
account of her ethnicity, led her not to turn against states and toward human rights internationalism but rather to insist
that states be civic polities with citizenship based on legal criteria. n35 All those born into a territorial state had the
human right to citizenship in it. n36
Universalism and constitutionalism would thus temper the demos. This position found its way into the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, Article 15 of which proclaims that everyone has a right to a nationality, something not to
be taken for granted. n37 The development of an international human rights regime has been pushed forward and earned
praise from many quarters, but ordinary citizens, who might have some voice in a democratic nation-state, are here
unrepresented. n38
How closed are these "closed communities" Benhabib refers to, and how do potentially abstract principles like
"civic nationalism" or "constitutional patriotism" facilitate entry and coherence? In the view of many, the United States
is characterized by a "thin," equal protection model of mostly negative rights citizenship. n39 Civil rights and physical
and social mobility are almost all that autonomous individuals need. Legal equality is about due process and equal
protection for persons. The anti-discrimination model of equal protection is hegemonic and makes group rights
problematic while also impeding the elaboration of social rights to education, housing, et cetera. The American
immigration regime, in turn, "pays little attention to the thin fabric of social and political rights that US citizenship
entails" and, instead, tries to "create many jobs and keep them relatively open to international labour." n40 Thus, the
American [*465] "system" is about large numbers of immigrants, large numbers of available jobs, easy adjustment
between types of visa permissions and statuses, easy transition to citizenship through naturalization and immediate jus
soli birthright citizenship, poor border control, overburdened administrative apparatuses, negligible deportation rates,
paltry social benefits, and minimal benefit from obtaining citizenship. n41
By contrast, German citizenship, like (Jewish) Israeli, is perceived as "thick," with sharper exclusions and greater,
more explicit social rights and duties. Until very recently, Germany's entry regime, in turn, was marked by strong border
and internal administrative apparatuses, little likelihood of adjustment between and among categories of visa
permissions, an exceedingly low naturalization rate, no jus soli birthright citizenship, highly regulated labor markets, a
strong system of available social welfare benefits, and a high salience to citizenship. n42 Where U.S. citizenship is
putatively constitutional and consensual, Germany, like Israel, has privileged ethno-cultural identity and national
belonging within formal democracy. n43 Indeed, in the Israeli case, Jewish nationality was historically essential for
legal entry into the country and service in its military the chief method for entrance into its welfare system. In contrast,
American citizenship is a lesser marker, easy to obtain; German and Israeli a greater, more difficult marker to acquire.
Eroded in numerous ways, from above and from below, the salience of citizenship seems to be declining, even in
Germany, where the process of becoming a citizen is now much easier. Citizenship is giving way, in the worried view
of many nationalists, to the free market, on the one hand, and group recognition and calls for ethnic and religious group
rights and parochialism, on the other. n44 McWorld confronts Jihad as material global integration confronts ethnic and
[*466] cultural fragmentation. n45 We have been reminded that there are many things for which people will die or kill,
the nation-state being only one, and hardly the worst. n46 The continued growth in human migration under conditions
of a weak state, or states that choose to act as if they are weak, will accelerate or exacerbate these tendencies, both
benign and ghastly. n47 We might therefore worry less about the construction of the nation and more about citizens'
democratic control over the state, a control that itself requires a measure of solidarity to achieve.
Germany: From Rights to Citizenship
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Jus sanguinis, citizenship by blood descent, has sat at the center of German nationality (staatsangehorigkeit) and
citizenship (burgerschaft). But it would be mistaken to conclude that only ethno-nationalism drives German
membership. Through the middle of the nineteenth century, German identities were state-centered. Indeed, since most
German areas were overpopulated, rulers were content to shed emigrants. On the other hand, the Prussian Emancipation
Edict of 1812 granted Jews citizenship without regard to ethnicity and, earlier still, Prussia had welcomed French
Huguenots and Salzburg Protestants. n48 As Hegel's 1821 Philosophy of Right n49 made clear, the State was the
culmination of "ethical life;" nation or folk was not up to such a task, forget the demos, and the 1842 Prussian
untertanengesetz (law on subjects of the state) n50 reflected this view.
It was in 1848, at the Paulskirche n51 in Frankfurt, that this changed. Into the middle of that year, the goal of a
united and/or liberal Germany included multinational Austria. The kleindeutsch solution - ethnic and spatial
homogeneity - only triumphed among the democrats and small German radicals in response to their abandonment and
defeat. n52 The North German Confederation and then, after [*467] 1870, the German Empire, adopted the
territory-based rule of citizenship. n53 It was only after the rightward turn of German Conservatives trying to catch up
with right-wing populism after 1895 that "blood" became a key concept in German citizenship. n54 In this atmosphere,
the 1913 Reichs und Staatsangehorigkeitsgesetz finally went ethnic.

Nationality as a "national bond' between the German Empire and Germans living abroad was confirmed and no longer
dissolved even when the period of residence abroad was long-term. To ensure state control at all times over the
naturalisation of immigrant workers, the principle of descent was reasserted against territorialism with the law
confirming a basic ethnic-cultural notion of citizenship as a national community of descent... . n55
The loss of German territories and populations after 1919 and 1945 made revision of the 1913 principles difficult
because revision would have meant renouncing rather large territorial claims and accepting large population losses. n56
Efforts by Social Democrats and others during the Weimar Republic to reintroduce jus soli principles into citizenship
law failed, in part because efforts to democratize the country generally were stymied by reaction. n57 Friedrich
Meinecke's widely [*468] propagated post-war view of Germans as tied together by culture was as partial and
distorted as his pre-war view that Germans were made by blood and tribe. n58
After 1945, with the country both divided and flooded with refugees from territories no longer under its control, the
1913 principles were reinstalled with only the Nazi exclusion and racial ejection principles stripped away. n59 In
addition, of course, the Basic Law of 1949 required Bonn to look after the interests of both halves of the country - the
"two German states" view emerging only very late in the going. n60
As a result, and despite the rapid growth of the foreigner population, until 2000, a child acquired German
citizenship by descent from a German parent (Art 4). Naturalization was contemplated in the law, but as a rarity. With
ten years of problem-free residence in the country, a foreigner could apply for a discretionary (that is, not of right) grant
of naturalization. Renunciation of other loyalties was essential, but more importantly, applicants had to show a "turn to
Germanness" (hinwendung zum deutschtum), including language proficiency and declared constitutional loyalty. n61 A
mutual lack of interest led to an average of only 15,000 naturalizations annually between 1974 and 1989. With the
removal of "discretion" in 1984 the number climbed to 35,000 in 1985 and, by 1997, had reached 80,000, so that, by
2000, over one million people had naturalized as German in the bundesrepublik.
While German citizenship law evolved only slowly from its ethnic premises, there developed alongside it, or
juxtaposed to it, the theory of abstract, universalist popular sovereignty that came to be "constitutional patriotism."
Especially after the post-1968 reforms (and not withstanding moments of regression such as verfassungsfeindlichkeit,
berufsverbot and the like), the integument of West German society came to be something civic, voluntary,
non-biological, and a matter of communicative reciprocity. n62 Constitutional or civic patriotism makes of national
belonging a form of rational attachment that is compatible with liberal commitments to individual rights as well as with
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social commitments to equality. n63 [*469] The Constitution is, in Germany after all, a liberal democratic and social
democratic commitment. n64
Verfassungspatriotismus reached its apogee in the Germany of the pre-and early-post-unification years. n65
Sometime in the "90s, however, it came to appear ahistorical, procedural, formalistic, and cold. n66 The civic is
necessary but not sufficient. Even constitutionalism can become more substantive, embedded, thicker, and exclusionary.
n67 And even civic national identities are culturally inherited artifacts, developing as they pass from generation to
generation. They belong to some people but must be learned by others, even if only through a process of
"naturalization" or "einburgerung" (the effectiveness of which we might be able to test). n68
For Germany, but not only for Germany, national belonging is more than rational attachment; it encompasses "the
contingent inheritance of distinctive experiences and cultural memories that is an inseparable part" of every national
identity. n69 As admirable as constitutional patriotism is as a theory for organizing a polity, national belonging needs and assumes - more. It assumes some measure of shared prepolitical community arching over any agreement on
legal-procedural rules and making a nation more than a political community organized around voluntary association.
The shortcomings of constitutional patriotism as a social integument were papered over by the strength of the
German welfare state economy and its treatment of denizens and have since been laid bare in the course of immigration
reform. n70 [*470] Millions came from abroad to work in the Germany of the Economic Miracle. n71 By the time
recruitment was stopped in 1973, there were four million foreigners in West Germany. n72 Family unification and
formation could be made difficult, but not stopped, so the numbers continued to grow, n73 and life without citizenship
was not life without rights or without solidarities. In 2000, there were approximately 7.5 million foreigners living in
Germany, or nearly ten percent of the population - of these, nearly 1.5 million, or 20 percent, was born in Germany. n74
In fact, a third of all foreigners have been in Germany for over twenty years; forty percent for over fifteen years, and
half for over ten years. n75 About thirty percent of foreigners are Turkish, fifteen percent Yugoslav, and twenty-four
percent EU, with a third of that being Italian. n76
Long-term foreign residents, denizens, have enjoyed the same labor market preferences as Germans and the same
social benefits as well. n77 Given much higher union density than in the United States and a more centralized
bargaining regime, as well as tougher government enforcement of labor standards, the disparities between domestic and
foreign workers are less than in the United States, though real. n78 Indirect wages are high by American standards, just
as they are for native workers: child benefits, health insurance, school and job education allotments, long vacations,
pensions, et cetera. n79 Shopkeepers and other petit bourgeois and business people are eligible for and protected by the
same programs as the famously security-obsessed Kleinburgertum. n80 As to civil and political rights, the [*471]
picture resembles that of the United States: on non-immigration issues, foreigners enjoy the same civil liberties as
Germans; with rare exceptions, non-EU foreigners may not vote or occupy upper-level civil service or political offices.
n81
With security of residence, moderate family unification rights, social rights, civil liberties, and a high standard of
living, why take the extra step of becoming German? Why risk losing benefits and rights in your country of origin - as
is often the case - in order to become part of a people who seem ambivalent about having you? For one thing, Germany
is now home to many, and the new Nationality Act finally recognizes that:

Children born in Germany to foreigners living here permanently are to be given the chance to grow up in Germany as
German nationals from the outset... . The acquisition of nationality marks the beginning of social integration. If children
born in Germany go to nursery school here and receive all their schooling and vocational training in a German
environment and already grow up in the awareness of being Germans with all the rights and obligations this entails, they
will develop important bonds and feelings of identification with Germany and the German way of life. n82
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An amended, Foreigners Act ( § 85) also now allows for naturalization after eight years subject only to a sufficient
command of the German language and acknowledgment of the Basic Law. n83 The new Immigration Laws
(Zuwanderungsgesetz) of 2003 and 2004 are not at all clear on this matter. n84
What has been striking, particularly in the last several years, is the emphasis on foreigners "integrating," something
"both sides" must "want." n85 Less clear is whether foreigners are being invited to join an ongoing German project as it
currently exists or to join Germans in charting a future course for themselves as "equal partners" in something new - the
difference is important. Nevertheless, an emerging consensus situates "nationhood in distinctively non[-]ethnic terms
[*472] revolving around social norms" so that non-ethnic criteria at least complement descent. n86 The German Basic
Law, the fount of constitutional patriotism, anticipates and facilitates a strong welfare state. Social minima and social
consumption require social consensus and solidarity. n87 The distributive logic is one of closure, not of market-style
openness. n88 Citizens and resident foreigners must be inside the same closed system. n89 The welfare state "seeks to
take care of its own;" it is "a kind of safe house in which to shelter its members from the outside world" so that they
may be immune from competitive disadvantages and capital flight. n90 The segmentation of labor markets must be
avoided.
In the face of an eroding welfare state, it becomes more important to integrate "foreigners" fully into solidaristic
social life. Failure to integrate at this point is an invitation to reaction n91 among both natives and foreigners. It is
unclear whether constitutional patriotism is up to that task. A much more individualized, neo-liberal, "thinner" society
may be in a better position to pursue integration around civic-constitutional and cultural principles than the thicker
social vision that was also a part of constitutional patriotism in its heyday. This understanding has recently, and very
interestingly, led the German Left away from multiculturalism and toward "mainstreaming." n92 A House to live in.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Immigration LawCitizenshipCitizenship by BirthImmigration LawCitizenshipCitizenship by DescentInternational
LawSovereign States & IndividualsHuman RightsGeneral Overview
FOOTNOTES:

n1. Jurgen Habermas, Struggles for Recognition in Constitutional States, 1 Eur. J. Phil. 128, 132 (1993)
("Constitutional patriotism" refers to the notion that citizenship should rely on a shared sense of values rather
than a common ethnic origin.).

n2. On the Left and the nation, there is a long history. See, e.g., Jules Michelet & John P. McKay, The
People (1973); Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights: A History (2007); Jeffrey N. Hunt et al., Human Rights
and Revolutions (2000); Eric J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes: A History of the World, 1914-1991 (1996);
Eric J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality (1992); Eric J. Hobsbawm,
The Age of Revolution 1789-1848 (1964); Eric J. Hobsbawm, Age of Empire: 1875-1924 (1989).

n3. Verfassungspatriotismus is a term for constitutional patriotism coined by Dolf Sternberger in the late
1970s and made popular by Jurgen Habermas in the late 1980s. Dietmar Schirmer, Closing the Nation:
Nationalism and Statism in Nineteenth-and Twentieth-Century Germany, in The Shifting Foundations of
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Modern Nation-States 35, 52 (Sima Godfrey & Frank Unger eds., Univ. of Toronto Press 2004).

n4. Jan-Werner Muller, On the Origins of Constitutional Patriotism, 5 Contemp. Pol. Theory 278, 285-87
(2006) (Muller concludes that the fact of a specific genealogy cannot discredit the broader application and
availability of Verfassungpatriotismus. This is certainly true. It seems to me, however, that this conclusion is
itself severely undercut by the masterfully sensitive understanding of the Bonn Republic laid out in the essay.).

n5. Arjun Appadurai, The Heart of Whiteness, 16.4 Callaloo 796, 798, 803 (1993) (emphasis added).
Self-described repentant nationalist, avers that, "where soil and place were once the key to the linkage of
territorial affiliation ... key identities and affiliations now only partially revolve around the realities and images
of place." Now "diaspora runs with, and not against, the grain of identity, movement and reproduction."
"Diaspora" seems to be construed now not as an exile from which one will eventually return but rather as a kind
of post-national hybridity, one is tempted to say a cosmopolitanism for Everyman. The world may look more
like this when seen from the platinum elite frequent-flyer lounge than when seen from the polyglot streets.

n6. Riva Kastoryano, Settlement, Transnational Communities and Citizenship, 52 Int'l Soc. Sci. J. 307, 311
(2000) (describing transnational activity in several forms, including a focus on the "home" country, Europe, and
even Islam).

n7. See John Rawls, A Theory of Justice 524 (Belknap Press 1971) (claiming that the modern version of the
classical view that human social interdependency and solidarity, facilitated by a state, were prerequisites for
self-fulfillment, or entfaltung, was laid out by Wilhelm von Humboldt in Versuch die Grenzen der Wirksamkeit
des Staates zu bestimmen (1792)).

n8. T.H. Marshall & Tom Bottomore, Citizenship and Social Class 42 (Pluto Press 1987). Although
endlessly criticized from nearly every possible perspective, Marshall's paradigm remains at the center of the
discussion.

n9. See Maurizio Viroli, For Love of Country: An Essay on Patriotism and Nationalism (Oxford University
Press 1995) (discussing the role of community as an integral role in social rights); see also Kwame Anthony
Appiah, Cosmopolitan Patriots, in Cosmopolitics: Thinking and Feeling Beyond the Nation 91, 93 (Pheng
Cheah & Bruce Robbins eds., 1998) (seeking to connect species-wide community to the actual politics and
restraints found on the ground locally). But "think globally, act locally" is also what Robeson was saying. It was
also the message of the socialist Second International: Workers of the World: "Unite: Go Home and Organize."
James Joll, The Second International (Harper & Row 1966).
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n10. Id.

n11. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism
(2006).

n12. Paul Robeson, The House I Live In, on Songs of Free Men (Sony 1997) (1947). Robeson also sings of
battles Lexington, Concord, Gettysburg, and Battan, as well as of farmers, workers, and neighbors.

n13. T. Alexander Aleinikoff, Semblances of Sovereignty: The Constitution, the State and American
Citizenship 178 (Harvard Univ. Press 2002) (Aleinikoff observes that such pride and achievements may produce
what John Rawls termed "proper patriotism" and what John Stuart Mill labeled "common sympathies,"
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